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Purchased Parts Manager 

About You: 

You love using numbers and critical thinking to solve problems. You appreciate the structure of 

following systems, processes and procedures, but are driven to find ways to make them better. 

Being a critical part of a great team excites you. You love challenges and are not afraid roll up 

your sleeves and do some physical work.  

About the Job: 

DiamondBack is an Inc. 5000 fastest growing company with a vision to become one of the best 

manufacturing companies in central PA. To do this, our goal is to have zero production stock 

outs caused by part shortages while keeping inventory levels low.  This will require a unique 

individual who has strong analytical skills and the ability to develop strategic and mutually 

beneficial relationships with our vendors. The Purchased Parts Manager role is designed 

specifically to serve as a major component of our production team and provide the materials 

necessary to make our innovative product.      

Reports To:  

Production Manager 

Principle Duties: 

 Place purchase orders for all incoming material. 

 Maintain and improve replenishment systems for all purchased parts.  The systems 

should be simple, visual, and manual so the operators can visually see when a reorder 

has been triggered and actively participate in the process.  Systems will not be reliant on 

the ERP system or knowledge stored in any one person’s mind. 

 Work with production manager and production employees to improve point-of-use 

storage systems while paying close attention to ergonomics and first-in-first-out 

principles. 

 Physically receive all incoming purchased parts 

o Verify packing slip matches quantity received 

o Inspect quality 

o Move received material to point of use via fork truck and/or manual lifting 

 Walk shop floor with observant demeanor looking for items that are low on stock.  If 

something doesn’t look right start digging in. 

 Create great rapport with production employees so that they feel comfortable discussing 

any stock levels that don’t look right.  Solicit their opinion on all matters. 

 Perform regular audits on replenishment systems (counting Kanban cards, etc.) 
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 Train employees on replenishment systems and regularly ensure all procedures are 

being followed.  Create visual posters on how replenishment systems work to aid in 

compliance and new employee training. 

 Develop excellent relationships with vendors to allow for efficient communication of 

information in both directions.  Develop true partnerships where both parties benefit from 

long lasting relationships. 

 Implement LEAN thinking when it comes to stocking inventory and replenishment 

systems. 

 Use ERP system to calculate daily usage of parts and use that data to develop 

replenishment systems and troubleshoot any issues. 

 Play a key role in annual physical inventory. 

 Work with controller to perform cycle counts, identify and investigate ERP system 

inventory discrepancies, and find root causes and implement corrective action including 

changing the bill of materials. 

 Monitor material shortages report from ERP on a weekly basis.  Investigate issues and 

bring to resolution. 

 Investigate new vendors to save money, improve quality, or improve efficiency. 

 Continuously monitor long lead time parts in a structured manner. 

 

Required Skills, Knowledge, Education, and Training: 

 

 High school diploma required, college degree in a related technical field is a plus 

 Prior experience in a manufacturing environment with a MRP or ERP computer system is 

desirable. 

 Familiar with MS Excel 

 Previous experience with Lean manufacturing strongly desired 

 Ability to communicate effectively among all levels of the organization 

 Self-motivated and self-directed 

 Structured thought process, strong analytical abilities, and makes decision using data. 

 Attention to detail, organized. 

 Fork truck certified 

 Lift 50 pounds 

 Not afraid to roll up sleeves and do a little physical movement of material (as we grow, 

the physical nature of the work could be broken out to an employee reporting to the 

purchased parts manager) 

 Great attitude, team player, can-do demeanor 

 


